
 

Are ancient Incan farming 
techniques superior or inferior to 

modern methods ?

Think Like The Incas



Abstract
I chose this project because I wanted to make a project that could 
help optimize the use of the water using ancient farming and 
gardening techniques that the Incas used, (they were master 
farmers in their time). In my project I evaluated if using the 
famous ancient inca terrace techniques, originally created by the 
Incas a civilization in the Andes in Peru, we discovered a better 
way to cultivate vegetables all the year long with using less 
water and be able to have sun facing the direction of our garden.
These terraces are built like stairs so that whenever the sun 
changes positions it still focuses on you plants, providing them 
all the vitamin D that they need and also have a several layers of 
different materials underneath to keep better moisture levels.  I 
started doing my research about this last summer  when I had to 
help my mom move all of her plants just so they wouldn't die, 
this project will help people who have a small gardens or this 
could even help farmers have better crop production, even a 
longer growing season and using less water. I found out

 that the best location is facing South. My project is 
important because I can help to optimize the water and 
quality of the production of a regular garden and 
regular techniques in gardening, and also help on a 
large scale in modern agriculture and  can be able to 
cultivate even in a hostile landscapings.



Background Information
I learned that Incas were master of the harsh climate of 
the Andes . They developed resilient breeds of crops 
like potatoes, corn and quinoa, built cisterns and 
irrigation canals and they cut system of terraces into 
hillsides, progressively steeper, from valleys up the 
slopes on some of the tallest mountains in the world, 
they had around a million hectares throughout Peru 
and fed the vast empire.They also flattened out the 
land that they built their terraces on so that it was 
workable with. The terraces that they made had 
different layers of soil and gravel so that they are 
irrigation system did not get clogged. These terraces 
had big rocks on the bottom then medium sized rocks 
and the gravel that had sand on top followed by plain 
dirt and finished with soil. All those different materials 
help so that the terraces kept the moisture and 
humidity in side

Today people in the Andes are rebuilding old Inca 
terraces and using ancient Inca techniques, they do this 
because they think that Incan agricultural techniques are 
more productive and more efficient in terms of water use. 
Modern farmers in Peru believe the Incan way can offer 
a simple solution to help protect communities’ food 
supply in the face of climate change.



Hypothesis
● My hypothesis is that when I do the tests between prototype 2 with just dirt and prototype 1 with all 

the different materials I think that the one with the multiple materials will grow better and have better 
humidity levels.
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        Materials
Prototype 1. Prototype 2.

● Concrete Blocks 88 ● Concrete 
Blocks 78

● Potting soil 10 bags ● Potting soil 6

● Plain dirt 1 ton ● Plain dirt ½ ton

● Big stones 30 
pound bag(2-3in) 
20 bags

● Big stones 0

● Small stones ● Small stones 0

● Gravel ● Gravel 0

● 60lb multipurpose 
sand, 8 boxes

● Sand

Prototype A Prototype B

● Grey pot ● Blue pot

● Soil (8 cups) ● Soil (32 cups)

● Dirt (5 cups) ● Plants (radish).

● Sand (4 cups) ● Measuring cup

● Gravel (4 cups) ● Notebook.

● Small rocks (4 cups) ● Pen.

● Big river rocks (4 
cups)

● Plants (Radish)

● Humidity and 
P.H. meter.

● Humidity and P.H. 
meter

● Measuring cup



Criteria and Constraints
● I propose that if I use the incas farming system ( they are considered one of the best ancient farmers in the 

world) I can grow better quality vegetables and plants all year long vs. the traditional gardening methods. 
This method is the exact same method that the incas used.

● First my prototype needs to be made facing south but the plants need to be directed east to west to maximize 
light absorption.

●  Second, I need to build my terraces with different layers such as big stones, small stones, gravel, sand and 
soil, so that I can optimize water usage and have the best possible results all year round and so that I do not 
flood my plants.

● Third, I need to measure the levels of humidity in the two prototypes very often and the growth spurt of the 
plants in my prototype.
The limiting factors could be weather because we do not know how sturdy the prototype will be and how well 
it will react in different weather conditions such as when it's extremely cold I could cover the plants in old 
bed sheets and blankets and if it's too hot I can add extra water. Another problem could be with all these key 
components the humidity levels could be unbalanced and I could have very dry terraces, but if I have a really 
dry one I could use a use a humidity soil tester to see how much water I should add so that it could be back to 
normal. Lastly since these are grown in terraces which are built like stairs, so when we have to harvest it will 
be hard to access the plants on higher levels without damaging plants on lower levels but we can solve this 
with having a row that has nothing so that we will not be damaging anything when we climb up the terraces 
to harvest the higher levels



Criteria and Constraints cont.

Independent
(what I change) 

Dependent 
(what I observe)

Controlled 
(what I keep the same)

● The amount of liquid 
used 4-2 cups of water 
in prototype A and B 
depending the  days..

● To know the height and 
width of the plant

● How healthy the plant is.
● The quality of the 

harvest.

● Type of plant
● Pot size
● Amount of soil, rocks, 

gravel, and sand.
● Amount of water.
● Level of humidity
● Type of light 
● Living or dead



Design and Methodology Inca terrace
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Execution: Construction and Testing Results cont.

       

Prototype B 

Prototype 2

Prototype A
Prototype 1

This photo shows how 
much more prototype A 
grew compared to 
prototype B

These photos show the difference of growth 
between Prototype 1 and 2



Growing Charts Prototype A,1(Incas) vs. Prototype B,2(Regular)

This photo shows 
how much bigger the 
plats in prototype A 
were due to the 
irrigation system.



Execution: Construction and Testing Results
Day 1
 Prototype A(inca):2 cups of water humidity level 7.9, P.H. 2.2
 Prototype B(soil): 2 cups of water humidity level  6, P.H. 1.8
Day 2
 Prototype A (inca): no water humidity level 7,  P.H. 2
 Prototype B (soil): no water humidity level 3.3, P.H. 1.2
Day 3
 Prototype A (inca): no water humidity level 5.5, P.H.  1.5
 Prototype B (just soil): no water humidity level 3.0, P.H. 1.1
Day 4
 Prototype A (inca): no water humidity level 5.0, P.H. 1.2 
 Prototype B (soil): no water humidity level 2.7, P.H.  0.9
Day 5
 Prototype A (inca): 2 cups of water humidity level 8.7, P.H. 1.5
 Prototype B ( soil): 2 cups of water humidity level 7 P.H. 1
Day 6
 Prototype A (inca): no water humidity level 7.9, P.H.  1.5
 Prototype B (soil): no water humidity level 5, P.H.  1.2
Day 7
 Prototype A(inca): no water humidity level 7.2, P.H.  2
 Prototype B(soil): no water humidity level 5.6, P.H. 1
Day 8Prototype A(inca): no water humidity level 6,Prototype 
B(soil): no water humidity level, 5.1, P.H. 2

Day 9
Prototype A(inca):2 cups of water, humidity level 8.3,P.H.2
Prototype B (soil):2 cups of water humidity level, 7, P.H. 2
Day 10
Prototype A(inca): no water, humidity level 8, P.H. 4
Prototype B(soil): no water, humidity level 6, P.H. 3.8
Day 11
Prototype A(inca): no water, humidity level 7.6, P.H. 4
Prototype B(soil): no water, humidity level 5.2, P.H. 4

Prototype A held better humidity than prototype B. Before I 
executed my project I predicted this because I knew that 
with all the different materials we added to prototype A that 
it would contain water better than Prototype B. And also 
when we harvested the plants all the crops from prototype 
A were bigger than the crops from prototype B, I’m 
assuming that the plants in prototype A grew more since I 
didn’t water the plants as often and that caused prototype B 
to have a stunt in growth.

   



Conclusion
● I started my project by making 2 prototypes, prototype 1 was a planter simulating the slopes and the farming 

terraces system of the Incas and I recreated the different layers of materials that they used such as big rocks, 
small rocks, gravel, sand, dirt, and fertile soil. Prototype 2 is a conventional planter built with cement blocks 
and filled with dirt and fertile soil. 

● I found out by sun mapping (taking pictures at different times of the day for several days) that facing South is 
the best location because it provides plenty of sun to the plants.

● With prototypes 1 and 2 I can measure the growth of the plants of kale and cabbage in 12 weeks but during my 
tests I found out that the humidity meter didn't get accurate results due to how big prototypes 1 and 2 were so 
that's when I came up with prototype A and B. Prototype A and B are small scale versions of prototypes 1 and 
2, I used the same materials in prototype 1 as I did for prototype A, and with these smaller prototypes I was 
able to have control over the amount of water that I used in the period of 12 days and starting with plants that 
are the same size.

● I was surprised by the incredible results of Prototype 1 and A(Inca T.) by showing a huge advantage in the 
growth of the plants and holding better water(maintaining better levels of humidity) than the traditional 
methods.

● I'm very optimistic because we can use this ancient method to help us to optimize the use of water and 
increase the production in a regular garden or even use it on a large scale in modern agriculture and even be 
able to cultivate in hostile landscaping.

● Today people in the andes are rebuilding old Incan terraces and using ancient Incan techniques. Modern 
farmers in Peru believe that the Inca way can offer a simple solution to help protect communities food supply 
in face of climate change in the andes, so in this case I said “LET'S THINK LIKE THE INCAS”

●
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